Introduction
 Primary objectives of battery thermal management system
(1) Limit cell temperatures below allowable maximum operating temperature, (2) Minimize cell temperature gradient, and (3) Maintain cell temperatures within the operating range for optimum performance and longevity of the battery pack.
 An air cooled Power Pack Unit (PPU) comprised of 12 series connected lithium-ion battery cells has been analyzed for a mild hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) application.
 Coupled electro-thermal modeling approach has been adopted to simulated detailed temperature distribution within the battery module and optimize air flow requirements to ensure the minimum temperature gradient.
Modeling Electrical behavior
 Battery is simulated using NTG (Newman, Tiedemann, Gu) model, which fits the open circuit voltage and discharging curves to polynomials. Modeling Thermal behavior  Battery modeling process involves running electrical and thermal solvers sequentially for each thermal time step, starting with the electrical solver.
Model development
 Electrical solver calculates electrical voltage and heat generation on a grid based on the fitted polynomial coefficients.
 Thermal solver takes the internal heat generation values, calculate the temperature field and outputs the local temperature for each thermal grid cell.
 Communication between the electrical and thermal solutions is done using internal mapping between the electrical mesh and the thermal mesh.
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Where is density kg/m 3 , is volume averaged specific heat capacity at constant pressure J/kg-K , is temperature K , , and are effective thermal conductivity along the , and directions respectively W/m-K , the heat generation rate per unit volume W/m 3 .
• Heat dissipation rate is dependent on the heat transfer coefficient within the surrounding fluid environment. At the boundaries, this convection heat transfer rate is calculated based on local flow rate or conduction conditions.
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Cool-down
 Forced air cooling system has been designed due to -less complexity in design,
-low cost, weight, and -simpler control mechanism  Aluminum cooling plates are sandwiched in-between the cells. 
Current demand on the PPU
Current demand on a 12 cell series connected PPU for a Parallel HEV powertrain configuration has been simulated using Autonomie for US06 drive cycle.
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 Constant current discharge of 0.3 C, 0.5 C, 1.0 C and 2.0 C at ambient condition has been simulated and compared against the experimental data from literature.
 DoD range of 0 -80%, all discharge curves show good match with experimental data.
Maximum difference of 0.05 V was noticed for the 2.0 C discharge. and reaches up to 0.1V. Maximum error was found to be less than 4%.
Results and discussions
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Results and discussions
Paper  Transient analysis for US06 dynamic drive cycle using NTG battery model approach provides us the detail temperature distribution within the PPU unit and can be useful for the "off-line" control calibration.
Conclusion
Paper # 2015-01-1230  Model accuracy can be improved by adopting high fidelity detailed electrochemical modeling approach, which can predict electrochemical and thermal parameters more accurately.
 Thermal management system can be designed and optimized more efficiently by running Design of Experiment (DoE) while considering more variable parameters.
Future recommendations
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